CANNOT WE

Caught in the webs of egoistic notions
World seems to feel the pangs of isolation;
With a quest to expand universal bond of love
Cannot we make it possible through ‘love’?

Showing respect and concern for co-humans
With unified and mutual sharing of passions,
Embracing diversity in word, deed and spirit
Cannot we jointly transform the present state?

Let us, yes, uphold ‘righteousness and faith’,
For; we are one humanity on the planet earth;
Remember, ‘love’ would sow seeds of oneness
Paving a way for co-concern and forgiveness.

Every heart-beat craves for love eternal
Every thought weaves a web, emotional;
If ‘love begins with me’; everyone aspires,
The thirst of ‘love’ will get quenched forever.

Why not we all become a part, to impart
The vision of ‘Global Love’ and its impact;
Why not we see, peace prevail in all nations
To see a world without wars and repressions.
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